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6 Decomposing the job step residency time 
 
The decomposition of job step residency time is not as straightforward as the analysis done in the 
previous chapters. First of all you have to consider that z/OS is designed to allow overlapping of CP 
and I/O activities so the sum of CP time and I/O time could exceed the job step residency time. 
 
Application parallelism also has to be taken into account; while most batch jobs’ processing is 
pretty serial, some applications could exploit some z/OS parallel technique meaning that in this case 
even the CP time could exceed the job step residency time. 
 
Residency time major components are:  

 
 CP time; 
 I/O time and I/O wait; 
 Mount wait time; 
 Paging wait time; 
 CP wait. 
 

As we will see in the following chapters, the metrics available don’t provide a complete or clear 
picture; you need to make assumptions or use metrics from other SMF records to estimate the 
impact of some components of the step residency time. 
At the moment no metric is provided to account for the total time spent waiting for a CP.  
 
6.1 CP time 
 
A batch job can use standard CPU, zAAP and zIIP time, so all of these CP times have to be taken 
into account. 
 
Standard CPU time is the sum of the following five components1: 

 SMF30CPT - TCB time; the CPU time used in TCB mode; since the introduction of zAAP 
and zIIP it includes zAAP eligible time (separately reported in SMF30_TIME_IFA_ 
ON_CP) and zIIP eligible time (separately reported in SMF30_TIME_zIIP_ON_CP) 
running on standard CPU; it also includes the CPU time used by USS syscalls (separately 
reported in SMF30OST2); 

                                                 
1 Additional variables are provided to account for CPU used at step initiation and termination; they are not considered 
here because they are not included in step residency time. 
2 SMF30OST value can be measured or estimated depending on the setting of the SYSCALL_COUNTS parameter in 
the BPXPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB.  
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 SMF30CPS - SRB time; the CPU time used in SRB mode; 
 SMF30IIP - I/O interrupt processing time; the CPU time used by the Second Level Interrupt 

Handler (SLIH) to serve I/O requests3;  
 SMF30RCT - RCT (region control task); the CPU time used by Region Control Task for 

swap related activities (Quiesce,  Restore and Swap); this time can be significant only for 
swappable address spaces (e.g. TSO and batch); 

 SMF30HPT - hiperspace processing time; the CPU time used to read from and write to 
hiperspaces. 
 

Specialty processors time is provided in the following metrics: 
 SMF30_TIME_ON_IFA – time spent using zAAP; 
 SMF30_TIME_ON_zIIP – time spent using zIIP. 

 
In Figure 12 we show the impact of CP time on the total step residency time of the applications in 
our example. 
 

 
Figure 12 

 
Practically all the CP time is standard CPU time; zIIP time is very small and zAAP time is zero4.  
DB2APPL looks really CPU bound with % CP time accounting for 40% of its steps residency time. 
SASAPPL and SECAPPL show more “typical” behaviour with % CP time accounting for about 10 
and 13% of their steps residency time.  
 
Figure 13 shows the split of standard CPU time into the five components mentioned above. As 
expected, most of the CPU time is used in TCB mode.  
 

 
Figure 13 

 
 
 

                                                 
3 The FLIH CPU time cannot be captured at the task level. 
4 It’s worth noting that this site (as many others do nowadays) uses the zAAP on zIIP feature which allows zAAP 
eligible work to run on zIIP.  

APPL STEPS

Total 

Residency 

Time

Total CPU 

Time

Total zAAP 

Time

Total zIIP 

Time

Total CP 

Time

Total not‐CP 

Time % CP Time

DB2APPL 602                 41.077,60           16.547,49     ‐               48,19          16.595,68     24.481,92           40,4%

SASAPPL 379                 40.863,29           4.052,44        ‐               ‐               4.052,44       36.810,85           9,9%

SECAPPL 1.101             15.535,92           2.001,16        ‐               81,60          2.082,76       13.453,16           13,4%

‐                 

OTHER 296.991        28.631.466,00   450.643,11   ‐               7.420,65    458.063,76  28.173.402,24   1,6%

APPL

Total TCB 

Time

Total SRB 

Time

Total HPT 

Time

Total RCT 

Time

Total IIP 

Time

DB2APPL 16.545,0     2,0                 ‐                 0,2               0,3             

SASAPPL 3.893,8       107,7            9,2                  0,1               41,6           

SECAPPL 1.903,6       70,9               4,4                  0,1               22,2           

OTHER 442.573,7  4.532,9         42,8               1.511,4      1.982,4     
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6.2 I/O time  
 
Batch jobs normally spend much of their time doing I/O operations; so measuring the time spent 
performing I/Os and waiting for I/Os to start is mandatory in order to analyze job step residency 
time. 
 
The following metrics are provided at the step level: 

 SMF30TEP, SMF30TEF; accumulated EXCP count; 
 SMF30TCN, total device connect time. 

 
Additional metrics are provide in each DD segments: 

 SMF30DEV Device class; 
 SMF30UTP Unit type; 
 SMF30CUA Device number; 
 SMF30BLK accumulated EXCP count; 
 SMF30DCT total device connect time. 

 
The advantage of DD level metrics is that you can understand if the I/O has been served by a disk, a 
tape or any other device. 
 
By summing connect time by device type you can calculate: 

 CONNDASD, sum of disk connect time; 
 CONNTAPE, sum of tape connect time; 
 CONNOTHE, the difference between SMF30TCN and the sum of CONNDASD and 

CONNTAPE; it includes connect time to DD referring to other device types (normally zero 
for batch jobs) and connect time for I/Os not referring to any DD. 

 

 
Figure 14 

 
Figure 14 shows the results of such calculations for the applications in our example.  
 
Three important observations can be made by looking at the values in the above table: 
 

1. CONNDASD for DB2APPL is very low; the reason is that these metrics refer to EXCP 
activities but unfortunately DB2 is not using the EXCP driver; 

2. CONNOTHE is very high for SASAPPL; the most common reasons for high CONNOTHE 
values are: writes to the JES spool, loads from Linklist libraries, accesses to the Catalog and 
HFS/zFS I/Os; in this case most of the time is spent writing debug messages to the JES 
spool. 

3. All these values only refer to connect time; no information is provided about disconnect 
time and wait time. 

APPL STEPS CONNDASD CONNTAPE CONNOTHE

DB2APPL 602                 128,54           ‐                 79,14            

SASAPPL 379                 10.880,42     2.085,87       5.941,91      

SECAPPL 1.101             2.038,16       4.310,54       659,86          

OTHER 296.991        190.468,00  810.462,53  342.328,60 
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For some years the following additional metrics are provided in SMF 30 about disk activity: 

 SMF30AIC, total connect time, for address space plus dependent enclaves; 
 SMF30AID, total disconnect time, for address space plus dependent enclaves; 
 SMF30AIW, total I/O pending plus control unit queue time, for address space plus 

dependent enclaves; 
 SMF30AIS, total I/O start subchannel count for address space plus dependent enclaves; 
 SMF30EIC, total I/O connect time, for independent enclaves owned by the address space; 
 SMF30EID, total I/O disconnect time, for independent enclaves owned by the address 

space; 
 SMF30EIW, total I/O pending plus control unit queue time, for independent enclaves owned 

by the address space. 
 SMF30EIS, total I/O start subchannel count for independent enclaves. 

 
Batch jobs normally don’t own independent enclaves. This is absolutely true for the applications in 
our example so in the next figure we have only added the address space plus dependent enclaves 
metrics. 
 

 
Figure 15 

 
Now we have a better measurement for  DB2APPL disk I/O activities but still in this case there are 
important observations to make: 

 DB2 asynchronous operations (e.g. pre fetch) are not included; this information is only 
provided in SMF 101; 

 the connect time is not really measured; it’s an estimated value calculated multiplying 1 
millisecond, by the number of start subchannel operations (SMF30AIS). 

 
As you can imagine only a very rough estimate of the step I/O time can be done by using these 
metrics. In the following table we used this formula: 
 

Total I/O Time = SMF30AIC + SMF30AID + SMF30AIW + (CONNTAPE * 2)5 
 

 
Figure 16 

 
                                                 
5 To take into account tape disconnect and pending time. A better estimate can be made using other SMF records (e.g. 
SMF74). 

APPL STEPS CONNDASD CONNTAPE CONNOTHE SMF30AIC SMF30AID SMF30AIW  SMF30AIS 

DB2APPL 602                 128,54           ‐                 79,14             10.474,12         5.039,84           2.001,50           10.474.135        

SASAPPL 379                 10.880,42     2.085,87       5.941,91       12.365,89         10.227,01         3.301,31           12.365.900        

SECAPPL 1.101             2.038,16       4.310,54       659,86           6.259,86           2.069,41           1.025,88           6.259.875          

OTHER 296.991        190.468,00  810.462,53  342.328,60  1.109.245,50   1.345.196,55   218.180,25      1.109.250.000  

APPL STEPS Total Residency Time Total I/O Time %  I/O Time

Total not‐CP not‐I/O 

Time

% not‐CP not I/O 

Time

DB2APPL 602                 41.077,60                        17.515,46                        43% 6.966,46                          17%

SASAPPL 379                 40.863,29                        30.065,95                        74% 6.744,90                          17%

SECAPPL 1.101             15.535,92                        17.976,23                        116% 4.523,07‐                          ‐29%

‐                                    

OTHER 296.991        28.631.466,00                4.293.547,36                  15% 23.879.854,88                83%
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The SECAPPL Total I/O Time exceeds the step residency time by 16%. If you also add the CP 
Time, the CP and I/O time exceed the residency time by 29%.  
 
As discussed before, this could be possible because of parallelism and overlapping. Another 
possible reason is an error in our estimate.  
This application doesn’t use DB2 so you’d expect that sum of CONNDASD and CONNOTHE6 
would be very close to SMF30AIC.  
As you can see this is not true: the SMF30AIC value is much higher. So in this specific case it 
seems that the 1 millisecond connect time on which is based SMF30AIC is not a good estimate for 
SECAPPL average connect time.  
 
 
6.3 Other waits 
 
If a job step shows connect time accessing tapes (CONNTAPE) you expect to find some tape mount 
delay. Unfortunately there is no direct information provided in SMF 30 about that. 
 
The only useful metrics are: 

 SMF30PTM, the number of non-specific tape mounts (e.g. scratch tapes); 
 SMF30TPR, the number of specific tape mounts. 

 

 
Figure 17 

 
With current virtual tape technologies a non-specific mount is served in a fraction of a second. Even 
specific mounts are served in about 1 second if they resolve to a hit (the logical tape volume is still 
in the tape volume cache).  
 
The real issue could be specific mount miss (e.g. logical tape recall). The mount wait time in this 
case is in the order of minutes (normally from 1 to 3). Additional metrics provided in other SMF 
records (e.g.  IBM VTS and ORACLE VSM user records) have to be used to get a good estimate 
for each specific application.     
 
Figure 18 shows the distribution of tape mounts by type on the system used in our example. As you 
can see there are very few recalls and they appear only at certain periods. 
 
 
 

                                                 
6 CONNOTHE I/Os are normally to disks.  

APPL STEPS

not specific 

tape mounts

specific       

tape mounts

DB2APPL 602                 13 13

SASAPPL 379                 16 42

SECAPPL 1.101             34 80

OTHER 296.991        2349 1056
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Figure 18 

 
Another possible wait reason is wait for paging. Also in this case a direct measurement of paging 
wait time is not available.  
 
The most useful metrics are: 

 SMF30PIA, number of private area page-ins from auxiliary storage; 
 SMF30VPI, number of VIO page-ins from auxiliary storage; 
 SMF30CPI, number of common area page-ins (LPA + CSA) from auxiliary storage. 

 
You should estimate the average wait time for taking one page from auxiliary storage to central 
storage by using additional metrics provided in other SMF records (e.g. SMF 71, 74 and 75).  
 
Paging wait time is not relevant for the applications in our example. 
 
Finally we have to consider what is normally one of the major wait reasons for batch jobs: waiting 
for a CP. 
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter no metric is provided to account the total time a job 
step spent waiting for a CP. At the moment the only solution is estimating it as the difference 
between the residency time and the sum of CP time, I/O time, mount wait time and paging wait 
time. 

7 Conclusions 
 
Metrics provided in SMF 30 allow a detailed analysis of the life of a batch job step. 
However this analysis is not that easy and straight forward especially when dealing with the step 
residency time. 
The real meanings of some metrics have to be clearly understood and some assumptions, based on 
metrics available in other SMF records, have to be made. 
Nevertheless systematic usage of this information will allow you to get a good understanding of  
where your batch jobs spend their time which is the mandatory first step in order to tune them. 
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